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At long last, we are ready to consider the FUI SM Lagrangian .

Last time we studied the gauge sector, and we can now look

at fermion interactions and Yukawa terms.
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As we did last time, we will First set 4=0, then put
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,
ya are 3×3 matrices
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To find the mass eigenstates

(which will represent pop-aqat.no particles ), we need to diagonalize

these matrices
. Focus on quarks first .

Math fact : an arbitrary complex matrix may be diagonalized

with two unitary matrices :
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( This works because YYT is Hermitian, so it has real eigenvalues
,

and

yyt = um
-
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but the extra matrix K is needed to "

take the square root
")
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Now
,
rotate the quark fields dr → Kada , d<→ Uddin

,

ur → Kaur
,
uh
→ Unh . The mass terms are now diagonal :
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However, the fermion letic terms change under this field ①
-

redefinition. Let's look at right-handed fields (which don't transform

under such first.
dr
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where arm: - Esiren, assister are the 2-changes of the RA quarks.

The covariant derivative is diagonal in flavorspace (since I contains one [4);
-

rotations do not change the fermion intractions with neutral

garage bosons: the SM has no flavor-changing neutral curets

at tree level (though processes like 6-SU do arise at loop level,

they are highly suppressed, so searching forthese processes is a good

way
to look for physics beyond the SM). Thus the matrices

K completely drop out.

On the other hand, the left-handed tens are
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The off-diagonal terms involving the WI mix up and down, so

under the field redefinitions -Munz, dtUnde, these become

dec f[Wnt" onWideWadi (vtijn))

where V =IUd =
Und Uns Vuc

is the Cabitbo-Kobayashi -Maskawm
red Vcs VcoI
Ved Uts Uto

I (CKM) Matrix

Experimentally, all of these entries are nonzero! This means

that the weak intention mixes generations, but only for

left-handed termion fields.



Let's count the number of parameters in the CRM matrix V. ↳
It's unitary, since VV = UgtUnutun = 1, and 3x3 so it has

9 real parametes. However, there is still some redundancy, since

the transformations difedid; uscipin live decid

de -> eids us tipsand ecibins
in 4component rotation)

leave the mass terms invariant.
There is one phase angle for

each flavor, so this is a UC symmetry, which is a subgrap

of the UC3) "quark flavor symmetry when the Yulava couplings are

absent. By performing these 6 transformations, we can eliminate
-

Sarbitrary phases in V: there is one phase remaining, since taking
-

G = BT = 8 leaves V invariant. Thus V contains 3 real angles

012, 0.3, Orz and one complex phase eif. (More on this next week.

What about the leptons? The only yalawa there is typed, so we

can diagonalize ye as ye = MeMeket. Taking ext keen and

on + MeCL, we get changed lepton mass terms methe thee, where

as are the diagonal elements of me. The analogue of Mr, the neutho

mass matrix, is not in the standard Model Lagrangian but may be

paraeteized by a matrix called the PMNs matrix. However, since

neutrinos (unlike quarks) can only be defeated in their intention
~

with the , it is offer more convenient to leave the Lagragian

diagonal in flavorspace and conside the mixing as partof
the pation of neutrinos (move on this next lecture)

(there is also centrino central current scattering through
the 1, but

W is much easier

Now that we have defined the fields in terms of physical mass

eigestates, we can write down the electroweak (SUC2XU(K) tens in

the Lagangian. Since the LadR fields have the same electric changes

after SUC2)XUCD-UCIEm, it is conventional to combine had R
L

chiral fermion fields into a single Dirac spinor, as we
did for

the electron in RED. But because the WI only couple to fields,



we need the left-and right-handed projectors:

PnCent = (fu). Pe(fal = (d). Recall from our enter relict studies
Pn= 1EV = (01) Wren U= (1), which satisfies
R = Ev =(*0) (v9F=Amman Suu = 0.

In practice, this just means we can use we instead ofor ador

we write 4= P4, and F =(T2) =(P4+0=4+R20

The electroneal
interaction terms in the mass basis can be

compactly
written
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tote: neutrinos are always
where Vij are CKM matrix entries and

left-handed so be is implicit
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To use his, just set 4 : your
favorite femion and c = =

=for

Upper/lowercomponents
of the original SUCd doublet. For example,

↓
i=-x Ga = -
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Gote that we only need one
factor of P2 because it's a projector:

Pe=PL, so FaUE=PRVOURY = PUOVOI: FURY
ra

anticommute

This way, we can use
the usual Dirac spirors for external states, etc.

(If you're interested in 2-component language, see axir:
0812. 1595)



ꋷ
For the W boson couplings, only need Pr since I only couples
to left-handed fields.

Ex.?T= woUR-K
Ve

Next week we will see a memonic for remembering Vrs. We in the

quarks couplings to the W.)

Finally, we put back in the Higgs boson. The terms proportional
to u were just the terion mass tens, so this is easy

I
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Combined with the gange poson self-interaction terms (Schwartz (29.91),

we now have the tools to calculate all amplitudes in the

standard Model! We
will apply these tools to some specific

physical processes
next time.


